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Inside TIBCO Reward
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Jaspersoft inside: Offer redemption, enrollment, attrition, store performance
Inside TIBCO ActiveMatrix BPM

Jaspersoft Inside: Operational reporting on process execution data
Inside TIBCO ActiveMatrix BPM – Client Application Framework
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Jaspersoft
Inside: Custom analytics in custom BPM apps
Inside TIBCO Simplr
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So if you’re using any of these products, you’re already using Jaspersoft!

WHAT ELSE CAN IT DO FOR YOU?
Jaspersoft Capabilities

Reports

- Fully embeddable
- Interactive
- Handle high volume production distribution
- Pixel perfect
- Mobile ready
- Exportable to 10 different file types
Jaspersoft Capabilities

Dashboards

- Fully embeddable
- Interactive
- Intuitive
- Mobile ready
- Mashable
Jaspersoft Capabilities

User Self-Service

- Web-based
- Intuitive (drag and drop)
- Access and manage data sources with ease
- Interactive visualizations
- Fast, responsive engine

Casual Data Consumer
IT/Dev
Four Ways to Get Jaspersoft Inside

1: Not Integrated
Separate Portal for Reporting & Analytics

2: RESTful API
Mass Reporting & Administration

3: iFrame Integration
Integration as Separate App

4: Jaspersoft visualize.js
Seamless In-page Analytics
Healthy Choices
A new way to order your fresh produce!

Choose Seasonal Availability

Select bubbles to view individual products

Red Pepper
Group: Fresh Vegetables  Price Per Unit: $2.80
Availability: Limited  Units Per Case: 14
New tricks: Omni Output

- Fully Interactive HTML5 Visualizations
- Excel Output (Data Only – No Formatting)
- JSON/XML Output For M2M
- Mobile
- Massive Bursting
New tricks: Mobile for Insights Everywhere

Native Apps

Mobile SDK
New tricks: Report Bursting through REST API

REST API
Access reports and administration from any app

- Report services
- Administration services
- Scheduling Services

http://host/jasper/rest_v2/reports/reportUri.pdf

Report Name
Export Format
The embedded analytics tool for TIBCO products and beyond.